We perform 1D/2D/3D relativistic hydrodynamical simulations of accretion flows with low angular momentum, filling the gap between spherically symmetric Bondi accretion and disc-like accretion flows. Scenarios with different directional distributions of angular momentum of falling matter and varying values of key parameters such as spin of central black hole, energy and angular momentum of matter are considered. In some of the scenarios the shock front is formed. We identify ranges of parameters for which the shock after formation moves towards or outwards the central black hole or the long lasting oscillating shock is observed. The frequencies of oscillations of shock positions which can cause flaring in mass accretion rate are extracted. The results are scalable with mass of central black hole and can be compared to the quasi-periodic oscillations of selected microquasars (such as GRS 1915+105, XTE J1550-564 or IGR J17091-3624), as well as to the supermassive black holes in the centres of weakly active galaxies, such as Sgr A * .
INTRODUCTION
The weakly active galaxies, where the central nucleus emits the radiation at a moderate level with respect to the most luminous quasars, are frequenlty described by the so called hot accretion flows model. In such flows, the plasma is virially hot and optically thin, and due to the advection of energy onto black hole, the flow is radiativelly inefficient. The prototype of an object which can be well described by such model, is the low luminosity black hole in the centre of our Galaxy, the source Sgr A * (Yuan & Narayan 2014) . Also, the black hole X-ray binaries in their hard and quiescent states can be good representatives for the hot mode of accretion. These states are frequenlty associated with the ejection of relativistic streams of plasma, which form the jets, responsible for the radio emission of the sources (Fender et al. 2004) .
The matter essentially flows into black hole with the speed of light, while the sound speed at maximum can reach c/ √ 3. Therefore, the accretion flow must have transonic nature. The viscous accretion with transonic solution based on the alpha-disk model was first studied by Paczynski & Bisnovatyi-Kogan (1981) and Muchotrzeb & Paczynski (1982) . After that, e.g. Abramowicz & Kato (1989) exam-E-mail: petra.sukova@asu.cas.cz † E-mail: agnes@cft.edu.pl ined the stability and structure of transonic disks. The possibility of collimation of jets by thick accretion tori was proposed by, e.g., Sikora & Wilson (1981) .
In respect of the value of angular momentum there are two main regimes of accretion, the Bondi accretion, which refers to spherical accretion of gas without any angular momentum, and the disk-like accretion with Keplerian distribution of angular momentum. In the case of the former, the sonic point is located farther away from the compact object (depending on the energy of the flow) and the flow is supersonic downstream of it. In the latter case, the flow becomes supersonic quite close to the compact object. For gas with a low value of constant angular momentum, hence belonging in between these two regimes, the equations allow for the existence of two sonic points of both types.
The possible existence of shocks in low angular momentum flows connected with the presence of multiple critical points in the phase space has been studied from different points of view during the last thirty years.
Quasi-spherical distribution of the gas endowed by constant specific angular momentum λ and the arisen bistability was studied already by Abramowicz & Zurek (1981) . Fukue (1987) studied the existence of critical points for realistic equation of state of the gas and showed the corresponding Rankine-Hugoniot conditions for standing shocks. Later, the significance of this phenomenon related to the variability of some X-ray sources has been pointed out by Jufu & Abramowicz (1988) and soon after, the possibility of the shock existence together with shock conditions in different types of geometries was discussed also by Abramowicz & Chakrabarti (1990) .
The transonic solution required by the aforementioned boundary conditions is the solution having low subsonic velocity far away from the compact object (M < 1, where M = v/cs is the Mach number, v = −u r BL is the inward radial velocity in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, and cs is the local sound speed of the gas), and supersonic velocity very near to the horizon (M > 1). Thus the flow can locally pass only through the outer or also through the inner sonic point. The latter is globally achieved due to the shock formation between the two critical points.
More recently, the shock existence was found also in the disc-like structure with low angular momentum in hydrostatic equilibrium both in pseudo-Newtonian potential (Das 2002) and in full relativistic approach (Das & Czerny 2012) . Regarding the sequence of steady solutions with different values of specific angular momentum, the hysteresislike behavior of the shock front was proposed in the latter work. Different geometrical configurations with polytropic or isothermal equation of state were studied in the post Newtonian approach with pseudo-Kerr potential (Saha et al. 2016 ). In the general relativistic description the dependence of the flow properties (Mach number, density, temperature and pressure) in the close vicinity of the horizon was studied by Das et al. (2015) , and the asymmetry of prograde versus retrograde accretion was shown.
The complete picture of the accreting microquasar consisting of the Keplerian cold disc and the low angular momentum hot corona, the so called two component advective flow (TCAF), was described by Chakrabarti & Titarchuk (1995) . This model combined with the propagating oscillatory shock (POS) model was later used to explain the evolution of the low frequency QPO during the outburst in several microquasars (Chakrabarti et al. 2008 (Chakrabarti et al. , 2009 Nandi et al. 2012; and it was also implemented into the XSPEC software package (Debnath et al. 2014) .
The presence of the low angular momentum component in the accretion flow during the outbursts of microquasars seems to be essential for explaining different timing in the hard and soft bands, especially during the rising phase (Wu et al. 2002) . showed with the spectral fitting, that the flux of the power-law component is higher than the flux of the disc black body in the time period, when the QPOs are seen in H 1743-322. Debnath et al. (2014) showed similar results with the TCAF model, which gives the mass accretion rate of the disc component comparable to the accretion rate of the sub-Keplerian component, when the QPO is seen in three different sources.
Further development in this topic includes numerical simulations of low angular momentum flows in different kinds of geometrical setup. Hydrodynamical models of the low angular momentum accretion flows have been studied already in two and three dimensions, e.g. by Proga & Begelman (2003) , Janiuk et al. (2008) and Janiuk et al. (2009) . In those simulations, a single, constant value of the specific angular momentum was assumed, while the variability of the flows occurred due to e.g. non-spherical or nonaxisymmetric distribution of the matter. The level of this variability was also dependent on the adiabatic index. However, these studies have not concentrated on the existence of the standing shocks as predicted by the theoretical works mentioned above.
The consideration was also put on the problem of viscosity in such flows, especially on the influence of the viscosity on the position of the shock and the shape of the solution (Chakrabarti 1990; Chakrabarti & Das 2004; Nagarkoti & Chakrabarti 2016a ). The possible consequences of viscous mechanisms in the shocked accretion flow for the QPOs' evolution was studied by Mondal et al. (2015) . Later on, Nagarkoti & Chakrabarti (2016b) added the phenomenon of outflows to the picture. Sarkar & Das (2016) showed the joint role of viscosity and magnetic field considered in heating of the accretion flow combined with the cooling by Comptonization on the dynamical structure of the global accretion flow. Such models were also studied by hydrodynamical numerical simulations in the pseudo-Newtonian description of gravity e.g. by Giri et al. (2010) ; Giri & Chakrabarti (2013) ; Deb et al. (2016) .
Our aim is to provide numerical simulations of low angular momentum flows, which would support or correct the semi-analytical findings about the shock existence and behavior mentioned above. In our previous work, we performed 1D pseudo-Newtonian computations (Suková & Janiuk 2015) , where we studied the dependence of the shock solution of the parameters and the response of the shock front to the change of angular momentum in the incoming matter. The hysteresis behavior was observed in our simulations and we have seen the repeated creation and disappearance of the shock front due to the oscillations of angular momentum in the flow. Here we aim to provide more advanced numerical study of the flow using the full relativistic treatment of the gravity with the fixed background metric given by the Schwarzschild/Kerr solution, which is performed in one, two and three dimensions.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we briefly recall the semi-analytical treatment of the shock existence in the pseudo-Newtonian approach, which is described in details in Suková & Janiuk (2015) . The numerical setup of our simulations is given in Section 3, the different initial conditions are described in Subsections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. In Section 4 we present our results, in particular in 4.1 we show the 1D simulations with standing or oscillating shock location and we run models with time-dependent outer boundary condition corresponding to periodic change of angular momentum in the incoming matter. The major part of the results is presented in 4.2, where the outcomes of the 2D simulations with different kind of initial conditions are presented. In 4.3 we confirm the reliability of the 2D results with two full three dimensional tests. The findings of our study are discussed in Section 5.
APPEARANCE OF SHOCKS IN 1D LOW ANGULAR MOMENTUM FLOWS
In this paper we follow up our previous study of the flow with constant low angular momentum λ, which was held in the pseudo-Newtonian framework. Here we briefly recall the semi-analytical results in such setup, which we use as an initial setting for our GR computations (for further details see Suková & Janiuk (2015) ). For the analytical study we consider a non-viscous quasi-spherical polytropic flow with the equation of state p = Kρ γ , where p is the pressure, and ρ is the density in the gas. Our EOS holds for the isentropic flow, hence the specific entropy K is constant.
Using the continuity equation and energy conservation, we can find the position of the critical point rc as the root of the equation
where E stands for energy and where we assume the Paczynski-Wiita gravitational potential in the form of Φ(r) = − 1 2(r−1)
, so that r is given in the units of rg = 2GM/c 2 , and where λ is the value of specific angular momentum.
For a subset of the parameter space (E, λ, γ) there exists more than one solution of this equation (three actually), hence there are more critical points located at different positions. It can be shown, that only two of the critical points are of a saddle type, so that the solution can pass through it. We will call them the inner, r in c , and the outer, r out c > r in c , critical points, respectively. We will call this subset as "multicritical region". For changing λ with other parameters kept constant, this region is projected onto one interval of [λ
For decreasing E, the interval is shifting up to a higher angular momentum.
Together with equation (1) determining the values of all variables at the two critical points, the relation for the derivative dv/dr can be obtained from the continuity equation and the energy conservation, so that the solution can be found by integrating the equations from the critical point downwards and upwards. The resulting two branches of solutions of course have the same parameters (E, λ, γ), but they differ in value of the constant specific entropy K, which is given by
This is evaluated at the critical point position (
, whereṀ is the adopted constant accretion rate. Because in our model we study the motion of test matter, which does not contribute to the gravitational field, and we use a simple polytropic equation of state, the accretion rate can be given in arbitrary units and it does not affect the solution.
The only possible production of entropy is at the shock front, where jumps in radial velocity, density, and other quantities in the flow occur. Because we are interested in the solution describing the accretion flow, and not winds, the physical requirement for the shock to occur is that the specific entropy at the inner branch is higher than at the outer one (K in > K out ). Moreover, the shock will appear only if the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions, expressing the conservation of mass, energy and angular momentum at the shock position are satisfied, that means that the equation
holds at some radius rs.
NUMERICAL SETUP
We performed 1D to 3D hydrodynamical simulations of the non-magnetized accreting gas on the fixed background using the HARMPI 1 computational code (Ressler et al. 2015 (Ressler et al. , 2017 McKinney et al. 2012; Tchekhovskoy et al. 2007; Mignone & McKinney 2007; Janiuk et al. 2013; Janiuk 2017 ) based on the original HARM code (Gammie et al. 2003; McKinney & Gammie 2004) . The background spacetime is given by the stationary Kerr solution.
The initial conditions are set using Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, and they are transformed into the code coordinates, which are the Kerr-Shild ones. In order to cover the whole accretion structure with sufficiently fine resolution near the black hole we use logarithmic grid in radius with superexponential grid spacing in the outermost region, so that the outer region is covered with low resolution grid and provide the reservoir of gas for accretion. In the innermost region, the grid spans below the horizon thanks to the regularity of Kerr-Shild coordinates, having several zones inside the black hole and the free outflow boundary. The outer boundary condition is mostly given as a free boundary, because the outer boundary is placed far enough from the central region. In the 1D case, when long-term evolution is studied ( t f up to 5 · 10 7 M)), we prescribe the inflow of matter through the outer boundary according to the PN solution. Because the outer boundary is very far away from the centre (typically at ∼ 10 5 M), the radial inflowing speed is very small and the deviations between GR and PN solution are negligible. The prescribed properties of the inflowing matter can be also time dependent, when the temporal change of the angular momentum of the matter is considered. For 2D computations, the resolution is in the range between 256 x 128, up to 384 x 256 and 576 x 192, while in 3D case we use 256 x 128 x 96 cells.
In our previous work, Suková & Janiuk (2015) , we studied the behavior of the shock solution and also its evolution with 1D simulations using the code ZEUS-MP (Stone & Norman 1992; Hayes & Norman 2003) supplied by the pseudoNewtonian Paczynski-Wiita potential (Paczyńsky & Wiita 1980) , which mimics the strong gravity effects near the black hole. We will refer to the results presented in that paper as the PW simulations. The parameters which we used in that work, corresponded either to the evolving frequency of quasi-periodic oscillations seen in some microquasars (e.g. GRS1915+105 (Markwardt et al. 1999) , XTE J1550-564 (Cui et al. 1999) , GRO J1655-40 (Remillard et al. 1999 ), or GX 339-4 (Nandi et al. 2012 ), or were estimated from the values holding for Sgr A* (Mościbrodzka et al. 2006; Das & Czerny 2012) . However, such parameters led to an extended accretion structure, meaning especially that r Here, we consider different values of parameters, and we perform higher dimensional simulations. We require that the outer critical point is located inside the computational domain in order to retain the flow subsonic at the outer boundary. However, the total number of grid cells together with the sufficient resolution near the horizon restrict the maximal radius of the outer boundary, even though we use the logarithmic grid in radial direction. Because of a sufficiently large value of the energy in the flow, E, the radius r out c is located quite close to the centre. The typical values of parameters used in this study are E = 0.0005, γ = 4/3, λ = 3.6M . The shape of the corresponding solution is given in Fig. 1 .
The evolution of initially non-magnetized gas is simulated with the HARMPI package supplied with our own modifications. The code conserves the vanishing magnetic field and there is no spurious magnetic field generated during the evolution. We evolve two different types of initial conditions. In the first case we prescribe ρ, and u The second option is to prescribe ρ, and u α BL in accordance to the 1D shock solution (computed with PaczynskiWiita potential in section 2), and then follow the evolution. Such solution obtained with the simplifying assumptions is of course not the true stationary solution. However, because of the fact, that for the given initial conditions and for chosen global parameters of the system, the gas evolves towards the true solution, the discrepancies between the GR and PN are not expected to be substantial. Within the range of parameter space which allows for a shock solution, this 1D approximation can be used for prescribing the initial conditions. We are interested in the evolution of such initial state towards the correct stationary state.
The EOS of the form p = (γ − 1)ρ is used to close the system of equations, so that the isentropy assumption is not imposed. Hence, the specific entropy K = p/ρ γ is not constant and can evolve during the simulation. The fiducial value of the polytropic index used in our computations is γ = 4/3.
Initial conditions -Bondi solution equipped with angular momentum
In our first set of computations we adopted initially ρ, and u Shocks in the relativistic transonic accretion with low angular momentum 5 scribing the rotation according to relations
in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. Between ra and r b the values are smoothened by a cubic spline. The time component of four-velocity is set from the normalization condition gµν u µ u ν = −1 assuming u θ BL = 0. The factor sin 2 θ in Eq. (4) ensures that angular momentum vanishes smoothly at the axis, hence the maximal value of angular momentum λ eq is achieved only in the equatorial plane. One example of such initial conditions is plotted in Fig. 2 .
Initial conditions -Shock solution
In the second type of simulations we modify the initial data procedure such that we find the solution with the shock in the same way as in Suková & Janiuk (2015) . The values of ρ, and u r BL are set accordingly, with = K in/out ρ γ−1 /(γ − 1), where K in/out is given by Eq. (2) evaluated at the corresponding critical point r in/out c for the two branches of solution.
However, the 1D analysis provided in that paper and here in Section 2 was based on pseudo-Newtonian approximation, while now we use GR MHD code in order to examine the differences between the two approaches. Moreover, the 1D analysis was held under the assumption of the quasispherical shape of the flow and the constant value of angular momentum. That in particular means, that the depen- dence of the mass accretion rate, which is constant along the flow, scales with r 2 . We cannot straightforwardly extend this model into 3D, in other words we can not set the spherical distribution of matter with the angular momentum which would be constant everywhere, because we need to avoid a non-zero angular momentum near the vertical axis. However, the choice of the angular momentum profile in θ direction is arbitrary, if it drops to zero near the axis. Therefore, we choose two different profiles of angular momentum for the initial and boundary conditions, to see how much the results depend on this distribution.
Angular momentum scaled by sin 2 θ
The first choice is the same as in Section 3.1, given by Equations (4) and (5). In this case, the maximal value of angular momentum λ eq is obtained only in the equatorial plane and it is lower elsewhere. This type of initial conditions is shown on Fig. 3 .
Constant angular momentum in a cone
In the second case we prescribe constant angular momentum in a cone with the half-angle θc centered along the equatorial plane. The values of λ are smoothed down from the cone towards the axis. For this smoothening we choose a cubic 3.4 3.45 3.5 3.55 3.6 3.65 3.7 3.75 3.8 3.85 3.9 3.95 spline given by the relations:
Thus, all gas within the cone has the maximum angular momentum of λ eq , which resembles more the assumptions of the 1D model. We show the initial conditions for this case in Fig. 4 .
Because of these modifications of angular momentum distribution, such initial conditions are not expected to be the stationary solution in higher dimensions. However, our experience with 1D simulations shows, that only the presence of the inner sonic point is essential for the creation of the shock in the flow, and the exact stationary solution is not needed. If the inner sonic point is present, then the shock bubble shape adjusts itself after a short transient time into the appropriate form. A1: shock A1: sonic A2: shock A2: sonic A3: shock A3: sonic Figure 6 . Position of the shock front and the sonic points for three different models with changing angular momentum at the outer boundary as a function of time. Model A1: λ eq (0) = 3.67M, A = 0.16M, P = 2 · 10 6 M, model A2: λ eq (0) = 3.655M, A = 0.2M, P = 2 · 10 6 M, model A3: λ eq (0) = 3.68M, A = 0.18M, P = 2 · 10 6 M. All models have E = 0.005, γ = 4/3.
Initial conditions for spinning black hole
For a spinning black hole we use the initial data described in 3.2.1 (angular momentum is scaled by sin 2 θ). Our semi-analytical 1D shock solution is obtained for the Schwarzschild black hole only. In the case of spinning black hole, the relevant values of angular momentum for the shocks can vary significantly and can be outside the possible existence of shocks in the Schwarzschild space time. Hence, we use two different values of angular momentum: (i) λ s , to find the semi-analytic shock solution in non-spinning space time, according to which ρ, , u r BL and K are set, and (ii) λ eq g , which is a different value, according to which the rotation is prescribed using Equations (4) and (5), and the normalization condition for the four-velocity.
The value of λ s is not important for the long term evolution; it only enables us to find a configuration with shock which is used for the initial conditions, so that there exists an inner sonic point at the initial time. However, the gas is rotating with λ eq g , which determines the evolution of the flow. After a short transition time, the other variables distribution adjusts to the actual angular momentum.
RESULTS

1D computations
In the general relativistic framework, the local sound speed relative to the fluid is given by 
Properties of the flow for a constant angular momentum
The resulting profile of the Mach number M for the converged stationary state is shown in Fig. 1 for four different values of E. The inferred shock and outer sonic point locations are given in Table 1 . For higher energy, the outer sonic point is closer to the black hole unlike the shock position, which is located farther, and the outer supersonic region of the flow is thus shrinking. The strength of the shock is anti-correlated with the energy (and with the location of the shock), so that for increasing energy the ratio of the post-shock density to the preshock density (R) is decreasing (see Table 1 and panel b) in Figure 1 ).
In comparison with the pseudo-Newtonian analytical estimate, which put the shock position for E = 0.0001 at r PW s (0.0001) = 21M , the GR computation tends to put the shock farther from the black hole. On the other hand, the minimal stable shock position is very similar, because in GR computations the shock exists for slightly lower values of λ, which can be seen on Fig. 5 . Here the dependence of the shock front position on angular momentum is shown for both the pseudo-Newtonian and GR computations. The radial extend of possible shock existence agrees very well between PW and GR results, however for the same value of angular momentum the GR shock is located farther from the black hole.
Similarly like in the case of PW simulations, which we presented in Suková & Janiuk (2015) , also in the GR case computed with HARMPI we have found oscillations of the shock front for higher angular momentum, which causes also the oscillation of the mass accretion rate through the inner boundary. In Fig. 5 in the top panel we show the minimal and maximal shock positions during the simulation for the oscillating cases. In the bottom panel, we show the amplitude of the oscillations of the mass accretion rate, which is computed as the ratio of the difference between the maximal and minimal accretion rate to its mean value A = (max(Ṁ ) − min(Ṁ ))/M . This ampplitude and the corresponding frequency is presented for the oscillating models.
The general relativistic semi-analytical study of the shock solutions in Kerr metric was given in Das & Czerny (2012) , however those authors considered the disc in hydrostatic equilibrium with vertically averaged quantities. The shape of the different regions in the parameter space is given in Das & Czerny (2012) , Fig. 1 for a = 0.3. On Fig. 3 in that paper, the authors show the parameter space of possible shock existence forẼ = 1.0000033, γ = 4/3, a = 0.3, whereẼ is the total specific energy and corresponds tõ E = E + 1. To compare their solutions with our results, we performed a set of simulations with a = 0.3 for E1 = 0.002 and E2 = 0.0000033. The results are summarised in Table 2 . For E1 Das & Czerny (2012) predicts that the shock exists in the subset of the region A (in particular in the region AS, which is not shown in the figure) , which gives approximately the range 2.8 M < λ < 3.08 M. Our simulations show the shock existence for higher values of angular momentum, in particular the shock front is accreted up to λ = 3.2 M and the stationary shock exists for λ ∈ [3.21M, 3.42M].
For E2, those authors predict the shock existence for λ > 3.239M. We have found the stable shock solution for λ = 3.25 M, while for λ = 3.245 M the shock is accreted. When the angular momentum is increased, the oscillations develop, for λ = 3.4 M their frequency f ∼ 2.9 · 10
with the amplitude A = 1.45. Because a different configuration is considered in the two papers (disc in vertical hydrostatic equilibrium versus quasi-spherical flow), some differences are expected and they are more prominent for higher energy of the flow.
Quite recently, Tarafdar et al. (2016) studied the low angular momentum flows with shocks in the Kerr spacetime in several different geometries with different physical conditions at the shock front. They included also the case of the conical flow with energy-preserving shock, which is close to our scenario. Figure 2 of Tarafdar et al. (2016) shows, that indeed the multicritical region for the quasi-spherical flow exists for higher values of angular momentum than for the flow in vertical hydrostatic equilibrium. The quantitative comparison of our results with this paper will be given in the future work.
Properties of the flow for a time dependent angular momentum
Further, we repeated the PW computations done previously with the code ZEUS (Suková & Janiuk 2015) , regarding the hysteresis loop connected with the shock existence with changing angular momentum of the incoming matter. In this case we prescribe the angular momentum of the matter coming through the outer boundary according to the time dependent relation:
where A is the amplitude and P is the period of the perturbation. If we choose A and P such that the angular momentum crosses the boundary of the multicritical region from below and from above, we observe the creation and disappearance of the shock front, similarly like it was in the PW case.
The comparison of the shock front movement for three different models is given in Figure 6 . Model A1 with λ eq (0) = Figure 7 . Model B1: The snapshot at the end of the simulation shows the evolved gas at t = 10 4 M, which settles into the outer branch, no shock appears during the evolution.
3.67 M, A = 0.16 M, P = 2 · 10 6 M does not exceed the boundary of the shock existence interval from neither side. The shock is moving in accordance with the changing angular momentum to and from the black hole, spanning the region (16.6 M, 672.5 M). Both sonic points exist persistently during the evolution.
Model A2 with λ eq (0) = 3.655M, A = 0.2M, P = 2 · 10 6 M crosses the shock existence boundary on both sides. As a consequence, the shock front is being accreted very quickly after it reaches the minimal stable shock position. The time scale of this event is given by the advection time from the minimal stable shock position and does not depend on the perturbation parameters A and P .
From that moment the inner sonic point vanishes and the flow follows the outer Bondi-like branch of solution (for which only the outer sonic point exists) until the time, when the angular momentum increases such that the outer solution no longer exists. At that point, the shock is formed at the position of the inner sonic point and it is moving very fast outward, where it merges with the outer sonic point, so that the type of accretion flow with the inner sonic point only is established. Later, when the angular momentum of the flow is decreasing again, the shock forms at the outer sonic point and it moves slowly towards the black hole.
The third example (model A3 with λ eq (0) = 3.68M, A = 0.18M, P = 2 · 10 6 M) shows the case, where only the upper boundary is crossed. Here we have the shock moving slowly towards and away from the centre, where it merges with the outer sonic point. For some time only the accretion with the inner sonic point exists and then the shock appears again. In this case, the timescale of such changes and the velocity of the shock front is uniquely given by the parameters A and P .
The case, in which only the lower boundary is crossed, is not shown, because in this case the shock front is accreted during the first cycle and never appears again.
Hence, under certain circumstances, the standing shock can appear in the low angular momentum flow during accretion. Then it can either (i) stay at certain position, (ii) move slowly downwards or upwards in the accretion flow with velocity given by the rate of change of angular momentum given by parameters A and P in our model, (iii) be accreted quickly from the the minimal stable shock position (close to the black hole), or (iv) be formed close to the black hole and move quickly towards the outer sonic point. In the last two cases, the velocity of the shock front does not depend on the perturbation parameters A and P , but it is given by the properties of the medium. We will study this issue in the next section with 2D simulations; in general, the velocity of the shock front is a few times lower than the sound speed in the preshock medium.
2D computations
After confirming the general outcomes of our previous PW study with full GR 1D simulations, we now continue with simulations in higher dimensions. Because our initial data are rotationally symmetric (does not depend on φ), is it possible to evolve only a slice spanning (r, θ), and with constant φ, thus assuming that the system will remain rotationally symmetric during the evolution. In order to justify to what extend and under which conditions this assumption is valid the comparison with 3D computation was needed. We will comment on that in Section 4.3.
However, within the 2.5-D approach, the φ component of the four-velocity is considered. We prescribe this component in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates according to relations given by Eqs. (4) and (5).
We chose several exemplary simulations and we show their results in the form of snapshots. Every snapshot contains four panels with the slices of M and its equatorial profile, ρ in arbitrary units, and λ in geometrized units, and it is labelled by the time t in geometrized units, where M is the mass of central black hole. The axes show the position in geometrized units. The red colour in the slice of radial Mach number corresponds to the supersonic motion, blue regions indicate the subsonic accretion. The shock front is located at the place, where the abrupt change from supersonic to subsonic motion occurs, hence it is represented with the white curve separating red region farther from the centre and blue region closer to the centre. The sonic curves are also white, but they lie between the blue region farther and red region closer to the centre. On top of the radial Mach number map the velocity streamlines are plotted in blue. These streamlines are computed from the velocity field at the given instant of time, hence they do not represent the actual history of a certain fluid parcel. 
Bondi solution equipped with angular momentum
At the beginning we check, that for pure Bondi solution with λ = 0 we get the stationary solution of the flow with the properties consistent with the analytical solution.
After that we start to study the slowly rotating flows. For the first simulation, we pick the parameters such that λ eq belongs into the multicritical region (the region in the parameter space, where both the inner and outer sonic points exist in the 1D model), but it is very close to its upper bound, in particular E = 0.0025 M , λ eq = 3.6 M , and γ = 4/3. In that case, even when the shock solution is possible, it is not expected to appear, because the initial configuration is closer to the outer branch (there is no inner sonic point in the Bondi initial data). In other words, we expect, that the rotation of the gas affects the profile of the Mach number in the innermost region in such a way, that it gets very close to 1, but does not touch it.
In Fig. 2 , the initial conditions at t = 0M are shown and the final state at t f = 10 4 M of the gas is depicted in Fig 7. At the later time, the simulation is already relaxed to the stationary state, which resembles the outer branch. It is interesting to note, that for t = t f the Mach number actually crosses the M = 1 line, however only on a very short radial range. We would expect, that at the moment, when the inner sonic point appears, the shock creates and expands. The reason, why it is not so in this simulation, is that the angular momentum is very close to the upper bound of the multicritical region, which is a boundary between the two distinct types of evolution. In such case, the numerical evolution depends also on the resolution of the grid and other numerical settings. In other words, if the parameters are close to such boundaries, then the simulations with different resolution can lead to a different type of evolution (i.e., the shock creates or not), hence it is difficult to find the exact critical value of the parameter.
This confirms our previous observation (Suková & Janiuk 2015) , that in the multicritical region the evolution of the flow can tend to either the outer "Bondi-like" branch or to the shock solution, and the choice between these two possibilities is given by the initial conditions. In particular, the profile of the Mach number in the innermost region and the presence of the inner sonic point is crucial for the shock development.
In we showed a similar computation with λ eq = 3.79M, E = 0.001, which is also close to the upper bound of the multicritical region. Those computations were done in 3D with a different GR code, Einstein toolkit 2 (Löffler et al. 2012) . The qualitative and quantitative agreement with the 1D solution is discussed there. However the fact, that two very different codes working on different kind of grids (spherical grid logarithmic in radius versus Cartesian-like grid with the mesh refinement) show similar results is a good support for our results. Last example is the case, when λ eq is above the multicritical region, hence the outer type of solution is not possible. Therefore, the prescribed initial conditions are not close to a physical solution and the shock bubble has to appear. However, the position of the shock front is not stable and the shock is expanding until it meets the outer sonic point and the distant supersonic region dissolves, yielding only the inner type of accretion.
Two snapshots of the evolution in times 10 3 M and 2 · 10 4 M are given in Fig. 8 . On the first set of panels, the emergent shock bubble is seen, which is the expanding subsonic and more dense region. Even though the shock front is thought to be very thin, in the numerical simulation it spans across several zones, which can be seen on the equatorial profile of M. In the last snapshot, the outer supersonic region is already dissolved and only a small supersonic region very close to the black hole can be found.
The time dependence of the shock and sonic point positions in the equatorial plane is shown in Fig. 9 , where it can be seen, that the shock meets the outer sonic point at about t ∼ 15000 M , which corresponds to about 0.75 s in case of a typical microquasar with M = 10 M . This is way too short in comparison with the observational data concerning the quasiperiodic oscillations, which change frequency during few weeks. Hence, if we want to use an oscillatory shock front model to explain the observed low-frequency QPOs, we need to obtain a solution with long lasting shock front oscillating around the slowly changing mean position, and not the fast expanding shock bubble like was observed in this case. The first step is to find an existing stationary solution with a standing shock. As we already mentioned, such solution is not expected to occur, if we start the evolution with initial conditions close to the Bondi solution.
We can be, however, interested in the dependence of the shock propagation on the properties of the gas. On that account, we performed two sets of simulations, where we changed the angular momentum and the energy of the flow such that they are above the multicritical solution, and we followed the expansion of the shock front until it met the outer sonic point.
In Fig. 10 we show the behaviour of the shock front during the evolution for several different values of λ eq . For λ eq = 3.65 M, just above the multicritical region, the growth of the shock bubble is slow with a long transient period, during which it is unclear, if the bubble converges to the stationary state, or it rather expands outwards. With increasing λ eq the bubble expands faster. The velocity of the shock front ranges between 0.005c up to 0.4c for the highest angular momentum. Panel c) shows the ratio of the preshock medium sound speed c out s to the shock front velocity vs. Except for the highest λ eq = 10 M, the shock front expands by a velocity, which is a few times lower than the corresponding preshock sound speed, for the lowest λ eq = 3.65 M the ratio c out s /vs reaches the value up to 6.
In Fig. 11 we present similar results obtained for different values of E. Here, the position of the outer sonic point differs significantly for different E, hence also the time for the shock front to reach the outer sonic point varies considerably. The plots are therefore given in logarithmic scale of time.
The velocity of the shock front decreases with the decreasing energy, and the same holds for its ratio to the sound speed of the preshock medium. The trend is similar as for decreasing angular momentum. The reason is, that for decreasing energy, the multicritical region exists for higher value of angular momentum, as we have seen earlier. Hence, when we decrease the energy and keep the angular momentum constant, we are approaching the multicritical region in the parameter space. That is well documented on the case with the lowest energy E = 0.0005 (the purple lines in Fig. 11 ), which lies very close the multicritical region boundary and so the shock bubble waits for a very long time before it starts to expand. Therefore, we conclude, that the shock front velocity depends on the distance of our chosen parameters (λ, E) from the multicritical region in the parameter space and that it is typically a few times lower than the sound speed in the preshock medium. 
Shock solution
Because we want to find out, if there are any stationary or oscillating solutions with shocks also in 2D, similarly as in 1D, we have to prescribe the initial conditions, which are closer to the shock solution branch than the Bondi-like solution. These initial conditions are described in Section 3.2. Inspired by the range of shock solution in the PW case, we performed a set of simulations with changing angular momentum λ eq ∈ [3.52M, 3.7M ], while keeping E = 0.0025 and γ = 4/3. (Note that the range in 1D paper was defined for E = 0.0001, not 0.0025. Here, the range is such, that for the lowest λ the shock bubble accretes and for the higher values it expands, so it covers the whole interesting interval.) These simulations showed, that for lower angular momentum the stationary state is obtained, while for higher angular momentum the shock bubble again expands and merges with the outer sonic surface, which is located around 280M. The details of these computations are given in .
When we choose lower value of energy, the outer sonic surface is located further, so that there is more space, where the shock existence is possible. We performed several simulations with E = 0.0005 and E = 0.0001, for which rout = 1475 M and rout = 7486 M , respectively.
For higher values of angular momentum we found the shock bubble unstable -the eddies emerge in the flow, the bubble is growing for some time, after which a quick accretion occurs accompanied by shrinking of the bubble, which is also oscillating in vertical direction. However, it does not expand or accrete completely. Several snapshots of the evolution are given in Fig. 12 , where the shock bubble has different shape and size at different times and the asymmetry with respect to equator can be seen. The time dependence of the shock front position in the equatorial plane is given in Fig. 13 . This repetitive process causes also flaring in the mass accretion rate through the inner boundary, see Fig 13. For 10 M black hole, t = 10 6 M corresponds to approx. 50 s, hence the flares occur on a similar time scale as in some of the flaring states of microquasars, e.g. the heartbeat state of GRS 1915+105 (Belloni et al. 2000) or IGR J17091-3624 (Altamirano & Belloni 2012 ). Moreover, we have shown, that the sources in this state show the evidence of nonlinear mechanism behind the emission of the hard component, which corresponds to the low angular momentum flow . However, this fact is only an indirect evidence for the presence of the shock, because there are other possible explanations of the flares, e.g. they can be a result of the radiation pressure instability in the disc Grzȩdzielski et al. 2016) .
Another type of simulations are those with different distribution of angular momentum (see Section 3.2.2). Three snapshots of such evolution are given in Fig. 14 and the corresponding shock position and mass accretion rate is given in Fig. 15 .
We found qualitatively similar behavior for different values of parameters. The results are summarized in Table 3 . For E = 0.0005 we identified the interval of angular mo- mentum values for which there is oscillating shock to be [3.59M, 3.78M] (models C2-C5). For E = 0.0001 the interval is λ ∈ [3.72M, 3.86M] (models D2-D5). In both series of simulations it is clearly visible, that increasing the value of angular momentum within the interval causes increase of the amplitude of shock oscillations. So oscillations appear sharpest just before the upper limit of the angular momentum range and the oscillation frequency peaks in the spectrum are clearly visible in those cases.
We can compare the series of simulations C1-C5 with H1-H4 which have the same values of parameters, but differ in distribution of angular momentum (modulation by sin 2 θ versus constant angular momentum in a cone). It is clear that the results are very similar: in both cases there is a range of angular momentum in which the shock oscillating with comparable frequencies is present, with amplitude of oscillations increasing with angular momentum value. This shows, that the main conclusions from our simulations are resistant to changes in spatial distribution of rotation profile.
Rotating black hole
We chose three values of the spin a, which can represent quite well the estimated range of spins of the know microquasars, in particular a = 0.3 (which could be a representative value for XTE J1550-564, H1743-322, LMC X-3, A0620-00), a = 0.8 (M33 X-7, 4U 1543-47, GRO J1655-40) and a = 0.95 (Cyg X-1, LMC X-1, GRS 1915+105). The es- Table 3 . Summary of computed 2D models. All models have γ = 4/3. Initial conditions (IC) are described in Sections 3.1 ("Bondi"), 3.2.1 ("1D+sph"), 3.2.2 ("1D+cone") or 3.3 ("1D+spin"). In case of 1D+cone simulations θc = π 4
. The shock behaviour is labeled as "no" for solution without a shock, "EX" for solution with expanding shock, which merges with the outer sonic point, "OS" for solutions with oscillating shock front and "AC" for solutions, in which the shock front is accreted almost immediately. The next three columns show the range, in which the shock is moving, the average position of the shock and the frequency of the oscillation and flares in the mass accretion rate through the inner boundary, if there are any. The last column contains the reference to the corresponding Figures. timated values of the spin are taken from McClintock et al. (2014) .
For a = 0.3 and λ eq g ∈ [3.35 M, 3.48 M] we observed a long lasting oscillating shock front. For λ eq g = 3.34 M (and lower values) the shock is accreted, and for λ eq g = 3.49 M (and higher values) the shock surface expands. The Table 3 contains details about five selected simulations of a = 0.3 scenarios: values on both sides of left and right boundary of interval and one in the middle of the interval of λ eq g values corresponding to stable shock existence.
Next in the Table 3 the results of several simulations with a = 0.8 are shown. In this case the interval of λ eq g for which there are solutions with oscillating shock appears in the range of lower values than for a = 0.3. For λ eq g = 2.7 M (model F1), the shock is accreted, for λ eq g = 2.8 M (model F2) the accretion flow contains a long lasting oscillating shock front, and for λ eq g = 2.9 M (model F3) the shock bubble is expanding. The qualitative behavior of the shock front is very similar like in the Schwarzschild case, only the exact values of parameters (mainly the angular momentum of the flow) differs. Again increase of the value of angular momentum within the oscillating shock interval corresponds to increase of the amplitude of oscillations. Series of models E2-E4 is very similar in this regard to series C2-C5 and D2-D5.
For higher values of spin we found the computations to be more sensitive on the resolution, mainly in the radial direction close to the black hole. If the resolution is not sufficient, then the the shock bubble can accrete even after a long oscillatory evolution. However when we increase the resolution for the initial conditions, the shock persists in the evolution, even when it comes very close to the black hole. Therefore we increased the radial resolution for a = 0.95 to Nr = 576. Even with this high resolution, the shock bubbles in simulations with λ eq = 2.42 M and λ eq = 2.45 M are accreted after long evolution with repeated shock front oscillations.
We conclude that the qualitative results obtained in the non-spinning case can be generalized for spinning black holes. What can be clearly seen from the simulations, is that the behavior similar to the case of nonrotating BH is observed for much lower values of the angular momentum, so the spin of the black hole "adds" to the rotation of the gas. Increasing the value of the spin of black hole decreases both limiting values of angular momentum of accreted gas and leads to a narrower interval in which the oscillating shock solutions are observed.
3D computations
We performed two test runs with the initial conditions described in Section 3.2.1 with the parameters = 0.0005, λ eq = 3.65, a = 0 in full 3D, and with the resolution Nr x N θ x N φ equal to 384 x 192 x 64, and 256 x 128 x 96. The simulations were performed on the Cray supercomupter cluster, typically using 16 nodes, and the message-passing interface supplemented with the hyperthreading technique was used, similarly as in Janiuk (2017) . The code is supposed to conserve the axi-symmetry of the initial state, which we confirm. Because no non-axisymmetric modes appeared, the solution is the same in each φ-slice during the evolution (see Fig. 19 ). We were able evolved the system only up to t f = 34100M, and t f = 24400M, for these two runs respectively, which is significantly shorter then in the 2D case. Hence, we cannot directly compare the long term evolution of the flow. However, the main features of the shock bubble evolution, which we observed in 2D case, appears also in 3D simulation. Mainly, the shock bubble has similar shape, as can be seen in Fig 20, and we observe similar oscillations of the bubble and of the mass accretion rate (Fig. 21) .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented an extensive numerical study of the pseudo-spherical accretion flows with low angular momentum. The simulations were performed in the general relativistic framework on the Kerr background metric with the GR MHD code HARMPI in one, two and three dimensions.
As a first step, we provided set of 1D computations, which we compared to our earlier results obtained within the pseudo-Newtonian approach with the code ZEUS and published in Suková & Janiuk (2015) . We confirm the qualitative properties of those simulations, which are especially the oscillation of the shock front for higher values of angular momentum and the possibility of the hysteresis effect, when the parameters of the flow are changing in time.
The oscillations of the shock front are connected with small oscillations of the value of angular momentum downward from the shock front, hence, they may be triggered by If the oscillations are physical, their frequency is in good agreement with the observed low frequency quasi-periodic oscillations seen in several black hole binary systems. Those are shifting in the range from hundreds of mHz up to few tens of Hz on the time scale of weeks (e.g. GRS1915+105 (Markwardt et al. 1999) , XTE J1550-564 (Cui et al. 1999) , GRO J1655-40 (Remillard et al. 1999) or GX 339-4 (Nandi et al. 2012) ). For a fiducial mass of the microquasar equal to 10M this corresponds to the frequencies between 10 −6 M −1 up to 10 −3 M −1 in geometrized units 3 , which is the same range as our observed values (see Fig. 5 , bottom panel for 1D results and Table 3 for 2D simulations).
Hence, the change of the observed frequency during the onset and decline of the outburst is possibly connected with the change of angular momentum of the incoming matter (alternative explanation gives e.g. Mondal et al. (2015) , who consider rather the change of viscosity parameter α). Such change can be either periodic and connected with the orbital motion of the companion, or caused by different conditions during the release of the matter. Wu et al. (2002) proposed the scenario of the outburst of XTE J1550-564, in which the low angular momentum component of the accretion flow is released from the magnetic trap inside the Roche lobe of the black hole, kept by the magnetic field of the active companion. Depending on the distribution of angular momentum inside the trap and on the mechanism of breaking the magnetic confinement the angular momentum of the incoming matter from this region can slightly vary with time. Later the angular momentum of the low angular component could be affected by the interaction with the slowly inward propagating Keplerian disc.
To simulate such scenario, we have studied the case, when the angular momentum of the incoming matter changes periodically with time. As was shown on Fig. 6 , the behaviour of the shock front depends on whether the value of angular momentum crosses one or both of the values λ cr min , λ cr max . When the respective boundary is not crossed, the shock is moving slowly through the permitted region and its speed is determined by the parameters of the perturbation of the angular momentum. When the angular momentum is in the corresponding range, the oscillations of the shock front develops. When one of the the critical values is reached, the abrupt change of the flow geometry happens, while the flow transforms from one type of solution into another. This transformation is achieved via the shock propagation, which is either accreted or expanding.
The velocity of the shock front agrees within the order of magnitude with the sound speed of the preshock medium, when the angular momentum is just slightly higher than λ cr max . If the angular momentum is considerably higher, the formation and propagation of the shock can be even higher than the sound speed in the postshock medium (see Figs. 10 and 11) . However, in nature we expect the first case to realize, because such situation can appear only if the angular momentum is increasing in the flow, which is in the Bondilike configuration, hence it crosses smoothly through λ cr max . When extending our results to higher dimensions, the freedom of the dependence of angular momentum on the angle θ arises. We have chosen two different configurations, described in Section 3.2. The comparison of the corresponding models 1D+sph and 1D+cone in Table 3 shows, that in the latter case, the shock is placed at larger distances. That can be understood as the consequence of the fact, that thanks to the relations given by Eqs. (4) and (8) larger amount of matter posses the maximal value of angular momentum. However, the main features of the solution, including the existence of the range of angular momentum enabling the long term shock presence, the shape of the resulting shock bubble and its oscillations, are similar in both cases. The biggest difference between the two configurations is that in case of constant angular momentum in a cone, the peaks in mass accretion rate are not so prominent as in the case of angular momentum scaled by sin 2 θ. Hence, we conclude, that the physical processes in the low angular momentum accretion flows do not qualitatively depend on the exact distribution of angular momentum, but the observable consequences (e.g. the presence of prominent peaks and their amplitude) may be influenced by the geometry.
Similar conclusion holds also for the change of spin of the black hole. For all three considered values of spin of the black hole (0.3, 0.8 and 0.95) we have found a range of values of angular momentum of falling matter in which the long lasting oscillations of shock surface was observed. We have also observed, that the shock existence interval of angular momentum depends on the spin of the black hole: the higher the spin value, the lower both limiting angular momentum values between which the oscillating shock exists and the narrower is the corresponding interval. Therefore, for rapidly spinning black holes, even a small change of the angular momentum of the incoming matter leads to significant changes in the flow itself (the existence, position and oscillations of the shock front) and also in the timing properties of the outgoing radiation (which we assume to be related to the accretion rate). Abrupt emergence, expansion or accretion of the shock which is connected with the crossing of the boundary of the shock existence region in parameter space and which leads to significant changes in the accretion rate, are more likely in the accretion flows around rapidly spinning black holes.
Simulations which we performed cover large variety of configurations: we considered different values of the spin of the central black hole, energy and angular momentum of the accreted gas, and even the distribution of the angular momentum of the matter. Keeping all the other variables constant we have found the range of angular momentum in which there exist oscillating shock solutions in all scenarios under consideration. Hence the oscillating regime seems to be intrinsic to the low angular momentum accretion flows. This finding is supported by Giri et al. (2010) who also found an oscillating shock front in their hydrodynamical simulations in the pseudo-Newtonian framework.
Our simulations in two and three dimensions show, that for such parameters the oscillating shock front is longlasting. That is an important ingredient for the POS model to be able to explain the QPO frequency change during outbursts of microquasars. However, the duration of our simulations corresponds to several tens of second for typical microquasar with M = 10M , which is still short in comparison with the time scale of the QPOs frequency change (weeks). Moreover, we did not address this question from the point of view of an analytical stability analysis. Such analysis was provided by Moncrief (1980) for the spherical accretion onto non-rotating black hole and quite recently by Bollimpalli et al. (2017) for low angular momentum flow with standing shocks, who also report the stability of the solution.
The dependence of the shock existence interval and consequently the position of the shock on the rotation of the black hole could be the probe of the black hole spin. However, there is a degeneracy between the spin and the angular momentum of the accreting matter, which itself is mostly unknown and hard to measure. Hence, the constraints on the spin from the oscillating shock front model explaining QPOs can be posed only when there will be available better observations of the innermost accretion region or better models predicting the angular momentum of the LAF component.
